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Abstract

This article reviews the ways migration shapes human biology. This includes the

physiological and genetic, but also socio‐cultural aspects such as organization, behavior,

and culture. Across disciplines I highlight the multiple levels of cultural and genetic

selection whereby individuals and groups adapt to pressures along a migration timeline:

the origin, transit, and destination. Generally, the evidence suggests that selective

pressures and adaptations occur at the individual, family, and community levels.

Consequently, across levels there are negotiations, interactions, and feedbacks that

shape migration outcomes and the trajectory of evolutionary change. The rise and

persistence of migration‐relevant adaptations emerges as a central question, including

the maintenance of cumulative culture adaptations, the persistence of “cultures of

migration,” as well as the individual‐level physiological and cognitive adaptations applied

to successful transit and settlement in novel environments.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Accounts of Homo sapiens after their appearance are essentially

migratory. Out of Africa and the subsequent expansions across

Arabia, Eurasia, the Pacific, and the Americas characterize the early

human experience. The late Holocene expansions enabled by

domesticates leave cultural and genetic legacies that persist to the

present, while the more recent European colonial period from the

15th century has shaped the genetic, social and political landscape

lived today.1–3 Migration often causes greater local demographic

change than birth and death processes, and thus can exert

tremendous change especially when involving distinct regions. While

present in most evolutionary mechanisms and models, if placed into

greater focus then fundamental features and novel questions about

genetic and cultural variation will be made clear.

1.1 | The evolutionary forces around migration

Migration is individual or group movement across a boundary.

Boundaries and the spatio‐temporal scale of movement are defined

by the trait of interest. Food preferences may involve both ecological

and sociocultural boundaries, while language will primarily involve the

latter. Genetic variation is likewise influenced by ecological gradients

and population structure that leads to admixture events. Thus, salient

boundaries incorporate combinations of ethnolinguistic, demo-

graphic, ecological, and political features. In cultural anthropology

most work centers around ethnolinguistic traits or traits closely

aligned with ethnic groups, thus sociocultural boundaries along

generational timescales are often the focus of study.4 Interest in the

political economy, labor markets, and policy place national bounda-

ries on legislative timescales as the primary focus.5 Because selective

pressures on cultural and genetic variation may operate at political,

ethnic, ecological and other dimensions, a variety of boundaries are

described in this review.

Migration introduces several mechanisms that influence genetic

and cultural evolution. These mechanisms operate along three

fundamental demographic components of migration: the origin, transit,

and the destination (Figure 1). To identify what is evolving or under

selective pressure, we can assume there are costs and benefits to

migration, and that selection has shaped ways to mitigate against the

costs and enable the benefits. Whether to shape decision‐making on
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whether to migrate, reduce risk during travel, or access resources after

arrival, there is assumed enough genetic and/or cultural mechanisms

that generate variation whereby selection can act on to enable and

promote mitigation measures. Along this timeline we can ask how the

responses to conditions at the origin, destination, and the intervening

obstacles are shaped by inherited traits (Figure 1).

Some mechanisms are especially relevant to migration. As

migration often involves crossing environmental boundaries, key

questions revolve around both genetic and cultural responses to

contrasting contexts. In general, the response to environmental

variation is flexibility,7 and thus migration encourages plasticity to

navigate the complexities of migration before, during, and after

arrival.8,9 A genetic basis for plasticity via DNA methylation enables

generational feedbacks,10 such that contrasting environmental

states—such as might be experienced between mother and

fetus11—will cause epigenetic mechanisms to respond to selective

pressures around migration.12 This short‐term plasticity occurs within

somatic responses to temporally longer selective environmental

pressures such as climate.13 Migration also introduces socio‐cultural

gradients and hence pressures to navigate intergroup contact and the

acquisition of cultural knowledge through learning. Cultural evolu-

tionary mechanisms may become the dominant form whereby

individuals can quickly adapt to novel environments,14 including

social and individual learning strategies that generate innovations

through “guided variation,”15 that make use of social cues and

cultural content,16 and that account for demographic complexity

common to migration17,18 and its impacts on cultural adaptation.19–21

As migration involves both selective pressures on individual

and group traits, I frame the evolutionary forces within multilevel

selection theory. This allows us to consider the genetic and cultural

timescales relevant to both levels, and integrate the deeper history

of directed change over time along with shorter timescales of

individual and group action. In Box 1 I provide a basic mathemati-

cal representation of two levels of selection, asking how the

prevalence of migration may change depending on a cost–benefit

calculation at each level. Note that in additive fashion it shows the

interplay between individual and group adaptation, with the

timescales of evolution implicit in the fitness function. Not every

scenario requires an appeal to group‐level selection, as the

illustration states, yet in many cases below the negotiation

between the two is inescapable.

This formulation also may be used to conceptualize evolutionary

mechanisms that modify the individual and group‐level costs and benefits

to migration. For example, selective pressures around migration may

involve the opposing factors of energy, risk, and acquisition. The former

two factors act as constraints on individuals seeking to gain access to

food, mates, materials, and favorable social circumstances. As I review

below, genetic and cultural processes reduce energetic costs and risk and

aid resource acquisition thus increasing the scope for migration to be

favored. Sometimes individuals and groups appear to have deliberate

strategies that alter these cost–benefit parameters. Uncertainties along

the migration timeline also means individuals address contingencies by

maintaining a set of possible actions. We can imagine these strategies and

actions as being the objects of cultural inheritance as they spread or

decline in a population at each particular time point—before, during, or

after migration.

Finally, the temporal dynamics for some traits described in this

review are inherently complex, and it is important to distinguish

between selection for migration‐relevant traits and selection of

migration‐related traits, taking Sober's22 distinction. Other selective

forces may be favoring or not, for example, efficient mobility, and the

net effects of migration on the focal trait may be small. During

migration events the advantages to a trait—represented by parame-

ters k and h in Box 1—may be driving selection, while in‐between

migration events the background fitness of a trait may dictate the

direction of selection. This occurs when the background fitness

covaries with the expression of the focal trait, in which case we add E

[Cov(w0,xig)] to the migration terms in Equation (1). It is also the case

that background fitness may always drive selection. In either

scenario, selection of migration‐related traits remains despite not

dictating the outcome because k and h are not zero. This complexity

begs further investigation into the temporal nature of migration

events, such as when movement across boundaries is common, and

inquiry into the strength of selection, such as when there are strong

environmental or social bottlenecks across the migration timeline

(Figure 1). By isolating and decomposing the pressures specifically

around migration, we may explore the scope of selection and

motivate inquiry into the nature of migration events.

F IGURE 1 Three contexts within which
selection may operate on genetic and cultural
variation. Local context includes ecological,
economic, social and cultural circumstances
centered around the origin that affect the
probability of migration events. These may be
labeled as push factors. Novel context includes
features of the destination, including levels of
uncertainty. These may be labeled as pull
factors. Migration without destination, or
exploration, is primarily driven by the origin.
Transit includes risks that may be mitigated by
technology and strategy. Adapted from Lee.6
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BOX 1. Selection for migration at multiple levels

Applying a mathematical expression of multilevel selection by

Price23 can show how individual and group‐level processes

influence migration. Let's define xig as the probability of

individual i in group g migrating to a destination, and xg is the

average propensity to migrate in group g. For individuals there

is an associated fitness value to migration wig as well as a

group fitness value wg. This yields the equation for the change

in migration rate as a function of covariance terms at the

group and individual level:

w̄ x w x E w xΔ = Cov( , ) + [Cov( , )].g g ig ig

We can break down fitness in terms of individual and group‐

level costs and benefits. For any individual with behavior xig,

there is a baseline individual net benefit‐cost value of k to an

individual, where k can take on negative or positive values. An

individual may also experience benefits or costs from interact-

ing with co‐migrants with value h. There may be group‐level

benefits or costs to having more migrants in a group, which we

represent with b. Assuming unbiased (random) interactions the

individual fitness in the population becomes wig=w0+ xig k+ xig
xg h. Lets assume that group‐level benefit/cost changes linearly

with more migrating individuals in the group, or wg= bxg. We

can insert these expressions into the two covariance expres-

sions and simplify using properties of covariance:

w x bx x b xCov( , ) = Cov( , ) = Var( ),g g g g g

E w x E w x k x x h x

k x h x x

[Cov( , )] = [Cov( + + , )]

= E[Var( )] + E[ Var( )].

ig ig ig ig g ig

ig g ig

0

After we substitute these expressions into the Price

equation we ask when migration is favored by setting

Δx > 0, yielding the condition:

b x k x h x xVar( ) + E[Var( )] + E[ Var( )] > 0.g ig g ig (1)

There are two components to this condition for migration to

evolve and persist. The first term to the left is selection among

groups and the second and third terms are the individual‐level

costs and benefits. If the individual‐benefit parameters k and h

are both positive, then the condition is always satisfied as

variances are by definition greater than or equal to zero. No

group‐level process required. However, if there are any

individual‐level net costs either alone (k<0) or in a co‐

migrant interaction (h<0), then the condition depends on

whether the group‐benefits to migration are high enough to

offset any costs at the individual level. Group‐level processes

are required in this circumstance. Though not explicitly

described here, selection or exogenous environmental factors

may also change the values of b, k, and h making migration

more or less favored.

The review of evidence follows the three contexts of migration

outlined in Figure 1—the origin, transit, and destination. I review how

each context has shaped genetic and cultural evolution, noting the

emphases of the diverse literatures, for example, genetic studies have

more to say about the pressures around transit. As the focus is on the

biological evolution of humans—where human biology includes

cognition, behavior, and culture—the level of analysis flows between

individual and group‐level adaptations.

2 | ORIGIN

Migration is rarely a benign activity. Sometimes there are substantial

sunk costs, such as leaving socioeconomic resources and potentially

becoming objects of resentment and envy in their origin communi-

ties.24 The destination may be unknown and even if it is, the road

could be dangerous and the reception unwelcoming. However,

migration may also be expected, even preferred in a society to meet

cultural obligations.25 Resources to obtain marriage partners, build a

home, or fund next‐generation activities may rely heavily on migration

or a migrant network. Given the gravity around migration outcomes,

individuals are likely to have mitigating strategies around the

information about migration and the context of leaving. I view the

evaluation of information as the central problem that individuals face

when deciding to migrate or how to go about it.

2.1 | Knowledge

In rural Thailand, Garip26 observes that the immediate benefit to

migrating to the city depended on the initial resource level of the

household or individual. It is detrimental if migration leads to loss of

human capital among land‐rich families who need workers and

managers, while resource‐poor families lacking land have greater

marginal gains. However, continued migration may still yield a net

beneficial act, even for resource‐rich families, as one type of resource—

agricultural yields—may be transferred to a more profitable resource

across generations. Further, in general most migrants do not know

whether food, medicine, social norms, finding mates, or access to

resources will be more challenging to confront. This uncertainty is

inherent in the migration narrative and can only be addressed with the

transmission of knowledge and know‐how. How do rural Thai and other

groups confront the complexity of migration outcomes? How is gaining

knowledge to inform decisions achieved?

The amount of information held by individuals is one of the

more highly varied dimensions in models of migration flows.27

Since uncertainties increase with greater effective distance from

home, individuals and groups pay special attention to the types of

information available. This information may be divided into one of

the more salient metaphors around the flow of migration:

knowledge that pulls and knowledge that pushes. Solely consider-

ing the latter allows us to discuss migration without a destination

(exploration) and also consider local context of origin. The former

involves features of a specific destination. In both cases, the
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overarching questions is how potential migrants respond to prior

information.

2.1.1 | Knowledge that pushes

The local context contains information that may lead to individuals or

groups migrating from an origin. While extreme circumstances such

as violent conflict or resource collapse clearly predict emigration,

more often individuals and groups use combinations of sociocultural

and environmental information to make decisions. Given the

presence of an information field, what may evolve are strategies to

access information, make inferences, and build social norms that

improve the outcomes of migration.

Consider the transmission of information between a potential

migrant and an experienced migrant. Often migration leads to

resource acquisition that is displayed in the origin community by

the return migrant or indirectly through remittances. For this reason,

being able to migrate is a metaphor of “power and advancement,”28

because it symbolizes the expectation of significant wealth gains. The

migrant's gains stimulate comparisons among nonmigrant and

migrant neighbors and further causal reasoning around access to

goods. This oft‐cited mechanism, called relative wealth deprivation, is

thought to heavily influence migration decisions even in places where

absolute wealth has not changed.29 By seeing the resource gains of

others, or hear from them postmigration even from afar, then

migration is inferred as a direct route to greater prosperity.

There are good theoretical reasons as to why individuals should

pay attention to the behaviors of others who are successful. When

environments are fairly stable copying successful others is a shortcut

to making correct inferences on expected gains from an activity.15

Even when environments do shift occasionally, learning from others

effectively leads individuals to a best response.30 Thus the strategy

“migrate when wealthier others migrate” will lead to broader

migration waves as returnees show significant wealth gains.

However, success‐biased imitation has its limitations, primarily

from false signals. Individuals in the homeland often perceive the

gains but not the costs of living abroad experienced by their migrant

family members. Another common modern observation is that

migrants give unrepresentative reports of well‐being and resource

acquisition while abroad or when returning home. Emotions of shame

and embarrassment among migrants who did not meet expectations

lead to false signals that accumulate into biased expectations of

migration outcomes. This is a problem when migration actually leads

to fewer resource gains than staying. If common enough then the

relative deprivation mechanism is inherently misleading. Do potential

migrants correct for this bias by considering the wealth signaling bias,

or does this inevitably lead to accumulated bad migration decisions?

A quick literature search yields no work on whether potential

migrants correct for biases in the signals of current or return

migrants.

As potential migrants evaluate options the calculus is often

embedded within a larger social context that itself evolved through a

response to a history of migration. Cultural norms respond to

migration that may enable its continuation. The concept culture of

migration develops this idea, highlighting how areas of material

culture, marriage, schooling, learning, and other domains of life

celebrate and encourage migration.31 Whether through an incremen-

tal range expansion, individual‐level emigration, or complete trans-

location of a community, cultural norms and expectations evolve to

reflect success derived from movement.

Syed Ali25 documents a culture of migration in Hyderabad, India

where labor migration to prominent destinations increases social

status significantly, such that the returning migrant laborer may be

viewed as equivalent to a local medical doctor. Over time the concept

of the “migrant‐hero” arose as remittances and wealth acquired

overseas became the definer of high status at the expense of an

ascribed status derived from a prestigious family lineage. This

remained the case for Ali's study even as Hyderabad experienced

an economic boom in professional‐level occupations. More generally,

as movement often happens at the borders of life stages it becomes a

part of a cultural life history, such as a transition to adulthood.32 As

globalization adds new stages of life—for example, formal schooling

and wage labor—for some communities, migration becomes the more

pervasive stage of all.

However, what constitutes a culture of migration can vary widely

since they reflect the socioecology of the migration process. Kandel

and Massey31 discuss how attitudes toward US migration among

school children from the Mexican state of Zacatecas is shaped by a

family's prior experience with migration. This effect appears stronger

than community‐level migration rates, and potential migrants have

reduced local educational aspirations. Contrast this with the

Hyderabad study discussed above where gaining education and

specialized training are prime strategies for prospective migrants.

These differences reflect the means to access a destination. The US‐

Mexico land border presents the major obstacle to migration in

contrast to cross‐continent labor migration from Hyderabad, moti-

vating potential migrants in the latter case to specialize in

transferable skills.

This is one of the more unexpected outcomes of continued

migration, as demands for transferable skills has led to the build‐up of

language education, specialized training to fill specific demands in the

migrant labor market, and expectations at all levels from

the individual and family to bring earnings back home.33,34 Thus

the brain drain commonly observed as the emigration of the best and

the brightest is sometimes accompanied by a buildup of educational

endeavors at home or through return migration, or brain gain.35 In

other words, formal school or training is developed to prepare

individuals for successful migration.

2.1.2 | Knowledge that pulls

Centered around the features of the destination, knowledge of this

type ranges from error prone rumor to the calculated divulgences of

return migrants, guides, traders or recruiters. Here, the primary
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challenge for the potential migrant is calibrating the uncertainty

about the destination, given biased transmission of information

sometimes as the result of conflicts of interest between transmitters

and receivers. Other mechanisms are less intentional, such as

information cascades that may lead to migrants clustering in locations

with other co‐ethnics despite increasing costs with higher co‐ethnic

density.36 The contemporary media representation of potential

destinations shares the same challenges of information shared

through an in‐person network. The reliability of information is tied

to shared interests between the transmitter and receiver, thus while

the manifestation of knowledge can be qualitatively different, the

same challenges of uncertainty apply.

The information challenge can be summed‐up by a short story by

the famed Samoan writer Albert Wendt.37 A young Samoan man

migrates to New Zealand and subsequently returns with a suitcase

full of European clothes and other adornments. The daily opening up

of the suitcase was an impressive affair among his family and friends,

and gave enviable status to the young man. One day, however, the

suitcase disappeared and the young man “crumpled on to the floor

and wept bitterly, all the time saying, ‘What am I going to do now?

I've lost everything!’….” In response, the young man's benefactor

proclaimed,

From now on, you're just like us; you've got to pay

your own way. There're no mosquitoes in this family!

Unable and unwilling to return to the labors of life before

migration, the young man becomes nearly destitute.

Wendt's story humanizes the inferential problem. Given the

fragility of the young man's wealth, we may conclude that the status

advantages brought by migration were highly exaggerated. Further,

the suitcase adds an element of mystery and uncertainty about the

origins of foreign wealth. What is constant throughout the story is

the young man's desire to signal status and adopt the higher life

expectations consistent with his migration experience, however

misleading it might be to the local observer.

On the other hand, accurate information may be embodied in

others when there is enough shared common interest between

individuals. Migration brokers are those that act as intermediaries

between locations, resolve conflicts of interest, and enable a migrant

into a favorable position in the destination. Pertinent ethnographic

examples include kijaji, religious teachers in Indonesia that bridge

local and national interests,38 middlemen “ethnic” entrepreneurs

operating travel agencies in Toronto's Portuguese diaspora,39 or the

hacienda owners in village communities in early Mexican state-

hood.40 Brokers help migrants find housing and jobs, fill government

forms, and navigate the foreign world. Family networks and/or

community networks are also key brokers, as their increasing

participation with migration greatly increases the probability of a

potential migrant within their network to also go.41

Along controlled borders, brokers become indispensable to

potential migrants as they engage in negotiations and preparations

to navigate the segments of precarious migration routes, acting

essentially as “transit‐knowledge brokers as well as intermediaries

who mitigate migrants’ risks along their journeys.”42 While brokers

operate across the full range of ethical considerations—from labor

recruiters, humanitarian advocates, to scammers and human traffick-

ers43—they are the most familiar to the conditions during transit and

at the destination and are thus vital to the migration event.

The empirical lessons about brokers and intermediaries corrobo-

rate theoretical work on the evolution of learning strategies in

changing or uncertain environments.15 When confronting uncer-

tainty, seeking out and/or observing common practices of the

majority or of prestigious, successful individuals can be adaptive in

low or moderately changing environments. This strategy is named

context bias, and prescribes that individuals pay particular attention to

the environment in which the information is being presented.16 As

with any socially‐learned information, however, the quality of the

information is tied to the nature of environmental shifts, assuming

that local knowledge is only useful given enough time to develop.

3 | TRANSIT

3.1 | Physiology and morphology meet the
demands of movement

Flexibility is one of the primary modes of adaptation as individuals

cross boundaries that exert pressure on the human body. We

therefore expect the body to respond to varying environmental

pressures, such as distinct terrain or ecological gradients, which

varies widely among human groups and even within an individual's

lifetime. If we account for these varying pressures and consider

possible endpoints of selection, we can gain an understanding of the

selection of migration‐relevant traits sensu Sober22 along the

migration timeline.

The daily distance covered by an individual, or mobility, is

reflective of how resources are distributed across space, thus

prescribing pressures on the body. A simple energetics expression

of this principle relates metabolism and the environment44:

Day range
Metabolic needs

Resource density
.

While resource density has been manipulated by humans in some

cases,45,46 for many foragers meeting metabolic needs is tied to

mobility across a landscape.47 For modern day foragers in northern

Tanzania, Wood et al.48 documents individual travel on foot on

average 10 km per day with substantial variation across individuals

and genders. Foraging activities may coincide with migration events if

they cross environmental or social boundaries that are relevant to a

specific trait. Thus, selection of migration‐relevant traits may

coevolve with adaptations to mobility for foraging activities, as might

be found among early Homo.

Shortly after Homo erectus appeared in Africa it was found across

Eurasia, including Georgia, Indonesia and possibly China.49 As likely

the first Homo out of Africa, the range expansion is attributed to
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larger brain and body sizes that supported sufficient developmental

plasticity, broad diets, and higher cognitive capacity. The later arriving

H. sapiens were similar in morphology, and likely exhibited similar

levels of plasticity in mobility. For these populations the morphologi-

cal adaptations for efficient mobility centered around the postcra-

nium and its efficient forms for load carrying, traversing specific

types of terrain, and distance.50 Efficient walking speeds, for

example, are closely tied to body morphology51 and conversely body

morphology—such as the lower limbs and breadth of the pelvis—will

respond to subsistence strategy and terrain.52,53 A wider pelvis

reduces costs to walking, both on level terrain and on an incline as it

lowers the center of gravity. Further if there is a load burden a wider

pelvis will support a wider variety of optimal speeds at reduced cost

than a narrow pelvis. Longer lower‐limbs reduce the cost of walking

for a range of speeds and increases heat dissipation so that higher

speeds can be maintained. The tibia gives a higher predicted optimal

speed for anatomically modern humans than for Neanderthals.

However, the advantage of longer‐lower limbs decreases with

increasingly inclined terrain. Lastly, another key feature of bone

plasticity is that more mechanical stress leads to greater rigidity,

robusticity, and supportive mechanical shape.54

However, morphology is likely influenced by a variety of other

forces common to migration other than terrain, making Sober's22

distinction here quite pertinent. These may stem from ecological or

social influences, such as climatic influences and sociality. Thermo-

regulation has been shown to influence limb proportions—more

surface area to body mass in warm areas, less in the cold55,56—that

may influence the direction of selection as individuals experience

weather or climate boundaries or bottlenecks. On another tack, as

migration may occur in groups, experimental studies show that in

sexually dimorphic species we see collective transit costs of mixed

group travel.54 If larger males or females walk with their mate then it

imposes energetic costs, unless the smaller mate has long lower‐limbs

compared with its size. Traveling in mixed groups, which may be

favored for other reasons, may act as a leveling mechanism across

morphologies. These complexities suggest strong selection for bone

phenotypic plasticity to accommodate the highly varied boundaries

and ecological gradients encountered by a geographically dispersed

and social species.

The ability to cross ecological boundaries, however, also has a

strong metabolic component. Gene scans that link ecological and

subsistence history suggests positive selection on alleles that relate

to energy metabolism.57,58 Selection due to diet is one of the clear

findings for these studies, documenting the ability to metabolically

adapt to different nutritional environments, as the genus Homo likely

experienced before its continental‐scale range expansion.49 The

relationship between amylase production and starchy foods is one

example,59 which generally relates to the scope for local genetic

adaptation driven by cultural or ecological pressures.60,61

One hypothesis that is especially relevant to migration is the

thrifty‐genes hypothesis. This idea posits that human populations

exposed to episodes of famine will evolve adaptations to more

efficiently process sugars and starches for storage.62 For migrants

this occurs during acute population bottlenecks during transit

(Figure 1). This attractive idea has been applied to the first settlers

of the Pacific Islands, where people may have experienced periods of

scarcity when moving across the seascape onto islands with

precarious environments. Due to the current differences in traditional

and modern diet, this theory aims to explain the prevalence of Type II

diabetes, obesity, and other ailments currently burdening many of

Pacific ancestry.63,64 However, the selective pressure of famine

episodes for the Pacific case are weak or underdeveloped at best65,66

and other potential mechanisms such as genetic drift may play a

role.67 We are also limited methodologically in detecting true signals

in selection in what is clearly a polygenic trait.68

Despite the lack of evidence for thrifty genes, the case is

instructive in clarifying the difficulty in gene studies of adaptation in

migrating populations. We usually research events in the past that are

not directly observed and environmental shifts and small serial

founder events make it difficult to disentangle shifting selective

pressures and other processes such as kin‐structured migration,69

drift, or any process that introduces statistical sampling biases along

the timeline of migration.70 This makes most thrifty‐gene‐like case

studies reach an immediate inferential problem.

3.2 | Cognitive foundations

Migration exposes individuals to unfamiliar terrain, new fauna, and

possibly other humans. What type of cognition prompts individuals to

seek out, navigate to, and thrive in novel environments? Evidence

suggests the rate and nature at which individuals cross boundaries is

highly variable,71 suggesting we should expect high levels of

developmental plasticity around cognitive adaptations that mitigate

the costs of migration. Further, as there are significant population

differences in migratory behavior, we might expect group‐level

variation in migration‐related traits. The examples in this section

discuss both individual developmental mechanisms and population

processes that may enable a cognition amenable to the migration

timeline.

Developmental studies among adolescents document age‐

structured patterns, with changes in brain, cognition, and behavior

during the teenage years that result in heightened risk‐taking and

novelty seeking.72,73 While much of this work asks questions of

substance abuse and other preventable causes of injury or harm, it

also presumes that this suite of behaviors enables skill development

in preparation for adulthood. For example, individuals experiencing

unpredictability in childhood may thrive in such environments as

adults.74 If in fact there is flexible development of cognitive gadgets

such as imitation, causal understanding, memory and so on (sensu

Heyes75), a more general process may also be at play here promoting

a more plastic, and thus migration‐friendly, cognition.

One especially relevant domain is spatial cognition, where there

are often observed sex‐differences. Seeking to explain wide differ-

ences in performance in spatial cognition tasks, Cashdan and Gaulin76

place the demands of the socio‐ecological environment, such as
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seeking mates and caring for offspring, as mediating spatial

navigation and ability. This means that the sex who travels more

widely to seek mates, engages in parental and alloparental care effort,

or other reasons performs more accurately in spatial cognition tasks

during the life stage of such exploration.77,78 Thus, cultural and

environmental variation may shape spatial navigational ability, further

supporting cognitive plasticity that enables migratory behavior.

However, there is also evidence of population‐level genetic variation

associated with both novelty‐seeking and migration history. The

dopamine D4 receptor (DRD4) with seven‐repeat (7R) VNTR polymor-

phism is associated with novelty‐seeking behaviors—exploratory, impul-

sive, excitable, quick‐tempered, and extravagant—while the DRD4 variant

4 R is associated with lower expression of this behavior.79 Populations

with longer migratory histories have greater expressions of the 7R (and

2R) variant,80,81 which holds after accounting for biogeographic

features.82 Does novelty‐seeking promote exploration and founding of

a population, or does it enable a successful adaptation after arriving in a

new space? This is an open question with some efforts affording very

preliminary insights.80 In one case nutritional status among Kenyan

pastoralists with the 7R allele measured a higher nutritional status only in

the migratory/nomadic subgroup, and a lower status in the sedentary

group.83 Thus, while some clues behind DRD4 are promising, and there

are questions as to what variant of DRD4 is in fact more relevant,84 its

effects on migration may be best viewed as in combination with other

personality traits such as extraversion, neuroticism and drive which are

influenced by other dopaminergic genes.85 Further, any genetic mecha-

nism will likely have coevolved with cultural and environmental

feedbacks.9,60

3.3 | Bodies of transport and tools of movement

The vehicles of movement and the technology behind navigation are

often the primary means of cultural adaptation between origin and

destination. Humans occupied the islands around New Guinea for at

least 40 thousand years before a later expansion led to the occupying

of nearly all places of land and sea in the Moana Pacific.86,87

Occurring too quickly to be explained by ecological constraints or

population pressure,88 the Austronesian expansion was likely

culturally driven, in that the culturally‐inherited means and strategies

of movement were key to the settlement chronology.89,90 The

Caroline islands asymmetric hull and outrigger canoe described

ethnographically is a formidable example. Larger‐hulled canoes

created by sewn‐planks was an especially poignant innovation that

allowed canoes to increase in size, comparable to contact‐era

European ships. The outrigger and double‐hull innovations in

particular are thought to have propelled populations from the

close‐ clustered islands around New Guinea to the dispersed islands

of the entire Pacific and the coasts of the Americas.91 Tacking and

shunting technologies appear also to be regionally developed. While

the canoe designs likely diverged after populations settled and

adapted across the Pacific,92 some designs appear to be conserved as

key functional features of canoe performance.93,94

The success of the Austronesians in the Moana Pacific mirrors

successes on land by many others before the industrial era. The use

of horses is perhaps one of the most studied examples. Mitchell95

discusses how horses were readily adopted by several indigenous

groups ahead of the European colonial expansion, resulting in quick

changes in society. The horse created a “kinetic empire” characterized

by long‐distance trade and raiding among the Comanche of the

American Southwest, the Guaykukú of the Gran Chaco, and the

Bushman raiders of South Africa, to name a few. The expanded

mobility transcended “previous limits on human existence” (381). The

broader adoption of horses, donkeys, and a suite of other animals

associated with mobility attests to their effectiveness.96,97

However, the development of transport technology is not

always sufficient. The cognitive development of spatial navigation76

combined with a large corpus of culturally inherited elaborations

appear to be vital for successful transit.98 Ethnographic studies of

traditional seafaring navigation,99 combined with modern experi-

mental voyaging100 and computer simulations89 provide evidence of

a complex knowledge set around traditional voyaging that included

not just the use of stars but also the use of reflected and refracted

wave patterns.101 Wayfinding instruments such as the compass

along with mapping tools and techniques, oral traditions and written

work about landmarks and cues appear to have required genera-

tions of development, intergroup adoption, and adaptation to

become useful for both land and sea navigation.102,103 Aporta and

Higgs104 provide a revealing account of the mixed use of GPS

technology with Inuit wayfinding methods to traverse challenging

land and seascapes. Traditional methods that used wind direction,

snowdrifts, environmental features, and memorized routes aided

Inuit hunters of Igloolik to find waypoints and destinations. GPS

receivers, however, provided help when cues were obscured,

especially in heavy fog. The combination of the two allowed the

hunters to move more effectively across the landscape than

previously known. Most accounts about navigation similarly stress

that success relies on a large set of tools and knowledge that tracks

the complex, shifting signs during transit.

3.4 | Social organizations that move

Early Hawaiian society has been called the society of the canoe (Kirch in

Low105), where the hierarchical features of canoe leadership and

knowledge were presumably important requirements for successful

crossings and navigation of the vast ocean. This conjecture also prescribes

the more intriguing hypothesis that features of early Pacific societies

were shaped by the migration process itself. Here, social life may be

necessarily hierarchical because of the specialized nature of canoe

manufacture and navigation that reflected on society as it developed on

land. In this case, the migration process leaves an imprint on society after

migration has stopped. One might argue that the relatively rapid

settlement of the Moana Pacific is a consequence of this effect. Given

supposed hierarchical features of the migrating group, individuals or

groups with the incentive and means to explore are driven forward by the
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rewards of being founders. This concept of founder‐focused ideology

imagines, for example, lower‐level chiefs or chiefly families who seek the

advantages of an unoccupied resource base.106

More generally, specific institutions of knowledge production,

labor management, and other group features may lead to greater

representation through expansion or migration.107 Systems of expan-

sion may feature norms that mediate resource demands such as the

acceptance of credit,108 agricultural demands,109 and warfare.110

Frontier culture is a well‐illustrated concept aimed at capturing the

selective process by which individuals adapt to propel themselves

beyond a society's well‐worn pathways.111 The primary observation is

that at the margins of society people house greater individualistic

attitudes than in the interior. Individualism in this context means high

values placed on self‐sufficiency and opposition to redistribution of

wealth. The legacy of individualism is reflected at higher social units,

and well‐documented in the American West and much of the United

States,112 holding vestiges of the frontier in contrast to Europe from

where many of the occupants hold ancestry. Both self‐selection and

the “you reap what you sow” attitudes carried individualism to new

heights as the self‐sufficient, hard‐working individual operated outside

of the social constraints to mobility found in the interior of society.

Supposedly given the fleeting nature of dyadic reciprocal relationships

and lower population density, trailblazers emphasize self‐sufficiency at

greater levels than in the interior.113

In the Moana Pacific and the American West there is little doubt

that migration shaped the way social organization evolved. However,

the comparison between the two – hierarchically‐dependent versus

individualistic—shows there is no satisfactory formal theory coupling

social organization and migration. Perhaps there is a relationship

between individualism, frontier culture and novelty‐seeking behav-

iors, but we have not seen an explicit individual and group‐level

analysis behind the benefits and costs of the novelty‐seeking strategy

on a frontier. Does seeking and thriving in new lands require strict

hierarchical organization to be successful, or do bands of self‐

sufficient explorers with fleeting reciprocal relationships move at a

faster pace? Not knowing the scope of possibilities makes the

empirical work difficult to interpret.

4 | DESTINATION

The novel context presents several problems to solve for individuals

and groups. The presence of an existing population will require

establishing ties, otherwise an empty landscape may require adjusting

to a new ecology. These two forces create formidable challenges in

many cases, with the former requiring more immediate socio‐cultural

adaptations. For both, however, the context of reception is one of the

more highly variable dimensions of migration, a major driver of

outcomes, and a large focus of research.113 Hence strategies to

mitigate costs and raise benefits are sensitive to the detailed features

of the environment recent migrants navigate.

A key feature shaping the selective forces at the destination is

the nature of in‐group and out‐ group interactions.113,114 The rate of

intergroup contact in history suggests a large scope for behaviors

that mediate coordination,115–117 cooperation,118 and threat.119–121

Among smaller societal scales the endogamy rates of ethnolinguistic

groups range from 92% linguistic and 84% territorial lineage‐unit

endogamy for agro‐pastoralists of highland Peru122 to 0% for

Tukanoan language speakers of Venezuela and Brazil, who endorse

linguistic and regional exogamy.123 Among groups in the United

States, 95% of blacks, 75% of Asian subgroups, 65% of Hispanic

subgroups, 45% of American Indians, 25% of (unmixed) European

subgroups are endogamously married. This level of variation

continues for religion in the late 1970s, where 62% of Catholics,

84% of Protestants, and 80% of Jews were married endogamously.71

For hunter‐gatherer populations, Tindale reports on various

aboriginal Australian tribes a range of endogamy rates from 79% to

94% with average of 15% marital exogamy (1953).124 This large

variation may be expected given demographic models predict larger

adult sex ratios imbalances in smaller populations.125 A 25‐year

demographic record of two Savannah Pumé hunter‐gather groups

show large fluctuations in the adult sex ratio throughout,126

suggesting episodes of marital exogamy as a common phenomenon

in small groups. Finally, much earlier in human evolutionary history,

Reich127 summarizes ancient DNA studies suggesting constant

migration and admixture among highly differentiated groups of

anatomically modern humans and related groups—from the Pleisto-

cene to the Holocene.

When crossing social boundaries, the theory and empirical

evidence suggest pressures for greater inferential skills, cross‐

cultural competence20 and an ability to account for relationships

about partners, groups, and sensitivity to social cues. In small‐scale

fission‐fusion dynamics, tools would be needed to track information

about individuals, whereas in larger scale migration dynamics it would

require information about groups or categories of individuals.128

Moya and Boyd129 show that the cues used to categorize others may

vary according to context, with culturally derived markers bolstered

by a cognitive sensitivity to social categories. Evidence suggests

strategies evolve among migrants to navigate toward beneficial

outcomes when interacting with unfamiliar groups.

Consequently, two broad categories of interaction shape the

adaptive strategies of migrants within the novel context. The first is

coordinating and establishing cooperative ties among migrants and

locals if present, and the second is gaining local adaptive knowledge.

These two processes drive much of the observed shifts in culture,

language, and identity. It also outlines efforts to gain local knowledge

through formal or informal means, and outlines the scope for

religious, political, and civic membership.

4.1 | Coordinating and establishing
cooperative ties

Across four prominent immigrant groups entering the United States

in the 1930s—the Irish, Italians, Germans, and Polish—Goldstein and

Stecklov130 found that children of immigrants with more common
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American first‐names earned 2%–5% more annually than those with

common first‐names in their parent's country of origin. For this new

second‐generation, parents likely signaled their child's place in

society hoping for acceptance and economic mobility. This interpre-

tation has basis as names have consequences ranging from

acceptance to discrimination.131 Not surprisingly name changing or

the adoption of an alias is also common when crossing ethnic lines.

Several domains of culture and behavior follow this pattern.

Language and religion, for example, are often the focus of cultural shifts.

Crossing boundaries inevitably leads to a search of common ground on

which to coordinate beliefs, interests, and behaviors, which migrants

often show great eagerness to accommodate. Dialect leveling, multi-

lingualism, and the spread of lingua francas accompany the contact of

increasingly more distinctive linguistic groups. For example, Dillard132

argues that the forced migration of African slaves of (intentionally)

different language groups led to creoles to communicate with slave

owners and among themselves. Driven by the children and adolescents of

the groups in contact, simpler forms developed and were eventually

shared by the population. However, the linguistic variants found among

the majority at the early stages of leveling usually become the center of

linguistic accommodation and become more widely adopted.133 The

legacies of language forms follow the struggle to communicate across

initially multilingual contexts.

Religion is another primary center of adaptation. While religion

may intersect at all parts of the migration process,134 at the

destination it may be vital to immigrant adaptation. Religions operate

as mobile reproductions of sub‐cultures, with members sharing

norms and traits. The “refuge, respect, and resources” offered by

religious institutions includes protection from hostilities, mediating

collective political action, and allows the building of beneficial social

networks.113 For this reason, religious affiliations are reportedly

heightened among immigrants who arrive at societies with religious

freedoms or leanings, as they build houses of worship or convert to

an established belief system.135 In fact, over time national identities

may be tied to, or even replaced by, the religious community to which

they belong.

4.1.1 | Enclaves

In the same study of immigrant first‐names by Goldstein and

Stecklov130 discussed above, I did not mention the fifth group in

the study—Russians of mostly Jewish heritage. In this group we see

an opposite effect of all the other groups: those with names more

common in their origin country experienced higher annual earnings.

The current hypothesis is that this is tied to the advantages of mutual

aid among co‐ethnics in an ethnic enclave economy.136 These

migrants gained the benefits of a previous wave of Jews from

Germany that became economically successful, and the later wave

from Russia contributed to the growing enclave in East Manhat-

tan.137 While they learned English and other requirements for

business and trade, the Jewish enclave became the focus of

adherence to religion, language, and culture.

Despite the wider incentives for a cultural shift to the majority, a

large number of migrants have incentives to maintain cultural beliefs

and behaviors.138 Once formed, enclaves provide services akin to

religious institutions in the form of resource acquisition, political

action, and protection.139 Enclaves also introduce new traits as

individuals occupy new spaces, resources, and opportunities.38

However, not all significant movements result in a cultural or

enclave economy. The comparative ethnographic study by Brettell140

highlights the contingencies, comparing the outcomes of Portuguese

immigration to Toronto, Canada and Paris, France. The influx of

Portuguese resulted in a vibrant enclave in Toronto but not Paris. A

compelling explanatory factor are the contrasting residence patterns.

The segregated neighborhoods of Toronto lent to enclave formation

while the live‐in Portuguese workers residing in traditional Parisian

apartments made difficult the interactions needed for a co‐ethnic

network to be built. While religious communities may help build co‐

ethnic networks, no ethnic religious institutions were supported well

in France at the time of study.

Not all top‐down pressures for assimilation or exclusion will

suppress an enclave. In fact, individuals may mobilize political reactions

and build co‐ethnic networks in reaction to exclusionary and

discriminatory measures by the majority.113,141 One of many examples

is the formation of Japanese enclaves in San Francisco and other

Western cities. In the early 20th century Japanese immigrants were

effective independent farmers and posed unwanted economic

competition to white farmers.142 California laws were passed that

led to the loss of land by Japanese farmers and their eventual exit from

agriculture. However, they entered urban areas in the form of small

shops along Western cities supported by mutual‐aid organizations and

ethnic credit networks set up by the Japanese themselves, leading to

substantial economic mobility in subsequent generations.137

Among the Japanese, the felt political power differences likely

led to the formation of an enclave that mitigated the plight of the

persecuted. This is similar to the Black Power and Red Power

movements most prominent in the Civil Rights Era in the United

States that respectively celebrated African American and Native

American peoples in reaction to actions of the predominant

European‐derived culture.143 While co‐ethnic exploitation also

exists,144 the ubiquity of enclaves attests to the overall advantage

of co‐ethnic ties.

4.1.2 | In‐betweeners

Between the space occupied by enclaves and the out‐group majority

is a strategically important third‐space where individuals interact

frequently across two or more groups. Individuals that primarily

occupy this space are in‐betweeners, conceptually similar to brokers

mentioned above, though they need not participate in the specialized

activities of brokers. Rather the strategies employed by this group

help them navigate multiple social settings with little aid from others.

While important to today's experiences as national boundaries are

blurred by fast travel of those with multi‐state affiliations,145 the
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strategy is also key for traders, labor migrants, cultural proselytizers,

forced migrants and others.

Maintaining high levels of cross‐cultural competence help in‐

betweeners occupy and support the third‐space.20 For instance,

Kilinç et al.146 discuss how Turkish‐German second‐ generation

return migrants find a space in tourism hubs to not only use their

transcultural capital but also their experienced shared norms, even if

it is divided among interactions between visiting Germans, expat

Germans, or locals. Tongan‐Americans navigate spaces of family and

religious obligations that span multiple countries, while navigating the

realities of work and family life in the United States.147,148 While

common among children of migrants, the strategy of in‐betweeners

can persist if individuals remain situated between prominent groups.

In principle coordinating behaviors and exclusions among the

confluence of larger numbers of groups can lead to an infinite regress

of layered identities. Thus in‐betweeners that occupy the third‐space

can occupy a fourth, fifth, or Nth space. The number of spaces derive

from the segmentations already present in society such as wealth or

religion, and the multiple groups that may correlate with some of

these. An individual from ethnic group A that is wealthy may occupy

a separate space from a poorer co‐ethnic. The combinatorics suggest

that the spaces for which cross‐cultural competency is needed

increases quickly with more groups and traits associated with the

groups. That is, one ethnic group with a rich‐poor distinction is two

groups, two groups with rich‐poor is four groups, add another binary

distinction (e.g., religion) and the number is eight. If g is the number of

groups and n is the number of non‐exclusionary binary distinctions,

then there are g2n possible spaces. For example, four groups with

three binary distinctions has 4 × 23 = 32 spaces! Thus, in multicultural

environments with divisions by wealth or other categories, the

dominant mode of interaction is occupying the in‐between spaces.

Those that better navigate across spaces experience higher well‐

being.149–151

4.2 | The frontier again

The concept of frontier culture discussed above was used to describe

the evolution of a mobility‐enhancing cultural norm in response to

the boundary between settled and unsettled land. It may also be

viewed as a strategy taken up by individuals in the absence of strong

norms. As famously argued in 1893 by Frederick Jackson Turner,111

the frontier attracted individualistic migrants who sought upward

mobility. Once there, the harsh life further selected for individuals to

be self‐sufficient and more individualistic, as extended reciprocity

arrangements were difficult among these highly mobile populations.

With cooperation via reciprocity limited, the importance of “rugged‐

individualism” allegedly became the favored adaptation along the

European frontier. (Emphasis on European frontier given the prior

and established presence of Native Americans.) There are exceptions

to strict individualism, such as the migration of religious groups that

integrated a communal ethos across North America in the 19th

century such as the Hutterites of North America and Canada, and

members of the Church of Jesus Christ in Utah and surrounding

states.

Turner's explanation predicts that individualism becomes more

prevalent with increasing exposure to a frontier. A test of this

hypothesis by Bazzi et al.112 looked at naming conventions as a proxy

of individualism. Using the prevalence of uncommon names, their

analysis showed that the longer time spent on the frontier, the more

likely a family will name children with infrequent names—a sign of

individualism. Other support for the hypothesis using different

methods included a contemporary study of Hokkaido residents on

the “frontier” of Japan152 and a historical study of emigration out of

Scandinavia.153 In all these studies there is the claim that the effects

of migration are long‐lasting after it has slowed or stopped. In other

words, the cultural norm of rugged‐individualism remains for some

time after the pressure for its selection has disappeared, suggesting

that other mechanisms act to maintain them (e.g., conformity).

4.3 | Gaining, creating, and maintaining local
adaptive knowledge

Increasing resource benefits from an environment often requires

costly experiences or strategies developed over generations. One

strategy is to acquire knowledge maintained by locals. Another is to

transform an environment to suit the knowledge and objects brought

by migrants. These two strategies cover many examples of ecological

adaptations of migrants, though the former is more subtle, while the

latter is more easily observed.

Acquiring local adaptive knowledge is a high dimensional task

given the cues from (migrant) co‐ethnics, locals, and the environment.

Theory suggests individuals should pay attention to markers signaling

the categorical affiliation of individuals that house different knowl-

edge bases, especially in heterogeneous environments.154 The large

literature on assimilation and cultural shifts attest to the power of this

strategy,155 which plays rival to the positive assortment mechanism

that enclaves provide. In a rain‐forest habitat in Guatemala, for

example, Atran et al.156 document how immigrant Ladino communi-

ties have learned to think and do as the native Maya group, the Itza’,

housing the greatest sustainable ecological knowledge around

agriculture and the forest. Well‐connected Ladinos attend to

individual Itza’ that are recognized holders of knowledge, who in

turn become a source of knowledge for other Ladinos. Learning from

native knowledge holders, however, is complex, as another immigrant

group to the same region, the Q'eqhi’ Maya, do not attend to Itza’

ecological practices and consequently practice agriculture that is less

sensitive to forest survival.

In general, not all cultural shifts and knowledge gains are

inevitable, as groups may retain their norms if spheres of contact are

protected from influence of outside others.138 This may explain why

heritage language and culture retention among second generation

immigrants varies according to residence patterns and the segmented

nature of the labor market.19,137,140,157 The acculturation factors and

outcomes reviewed by Berry158,159 provides further evidence that
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origin and destination norms and institutions, along with individual‐

level variation such as time since migration, affect whether individuals

(prefer to) shift to the majority (assimilate), integrate, or remain

separate as potentially marginalized members of a population.

A relatively visible second strategy made by migrants is the

transformation of the environment.160 This is important for migrants

to an unoccupied space, at least initially. Anderson161 shows how this

tendency plays out among wild plants and cultigens—coined

“transported landscapes”—with the deliberate translocation of plants

significantly altering the biota of the new space. This concept has

been adapted to describe the dozens of species of plants and animals

that were brought across the Pacific Islands for cultivation by its First

Peoples.162,163 Taro, yam, breadfruit, Tahitian chestnut, dogs, pigs,

chickens, and other biota were introduced. On the larger islands food

production strategies changed over time as the introduced domesti-

cates became more prominent sources of food relative to fishing,

foraging along the reef, and hunting native species.164 There are a

few instances of island abandonment but the cultivation strategy was

so successful that these are rare compared to the continued

settlement of hundreds of islands across the Pacific. In the Americas

there is also work on reconstructing the suite of biota introduced by

migrants, demonstrating deliberate ecological strategies employed by

migrants in the early historical period in California165 and the

Bahamas166 in the use of translocated plant and animal domesticates.

4.3.1 | Knowledge loss

Migration alters the composition of a community at the origin and

destination. Because this affects the community knowledge base that

individuals may draw from, strategies may evolve to mitigate the loss

of knowledge and navigate the introduction of new knowledge.

The knowledge or traits most susceptible to loss are those that

are hard or take time to learn, such that there is a skewed distribution

of those with high and low proficiency.167 This includes language,

manufacture of objects with multiple steps, and activities that require

a critical mass of participants like hunting cooperatives, fish‐trapping,

and musical groups. Any loss of an individual may lower the

knowledge base significantly, which may be more the case in smaller

populations.21,168 In an ethnographic study of basket weavers in

Tonga, Bell169 found that among women who were introduced to a

new method, there was a wide variety of weaving rates and

elaborations on the method. The distribution of proficiencies

suggested this particular mode of material culture, which had been

lost after European contact, remained highly sensitive to losses of

experts on the right tail of the skill distribution.

To mitigate against losses, enhancing learning in groups may be a

key strategy to resisting the demographic pressure of cultural loss.

Returning to the Tongan example, Helu170 describes a particularly

salient learning activity in the Tongan Islands:

[Kava fakalōkua] is a kava party of two or three

farmers for fishermen that is held at the end of the day

in one of the men's houses…The topics discussed can

be anything of common interest e.g. yam cultivation, a

fishing method, and in general what they have been

doing that day. This kava, therefore, was one that gave

farmers and fishermen the opportunity to unwind,

take stock of what they achieved that day, and learn

from each other.

Whether a deliberate action or a consequence of the socializa-

tion around kava groups, these types of gatherings can serve as a

support for knowledge that navigates complex problems.171

Strategies to maintain knowledge are similarly relevant at a

destination where immigrants arrive. Since group membership may

correlate with holders of local adaptive knowledge,154 then individuals

may form groups to maintain it in the face of influence from outside

groups.171 On the other hand, intergroup contact may spur innova-

tion,172,173 so wemay expect locals and migrants to pay close attention to

the outcomes of knowledge derived from the interaction.174

Regardless of the number of individuals or the effectiveness of

group learning, some domains will be lost due to the nature of

migration. One key feature of the knowledge around migration is that

it is provisional. When explorers stop exploring or when populations

stop moving the cumulative knowledge base declines. The vast

efforts to revitalize and maintain traditional knowledge, such as long‐

distance traditional seafaring,100 faces an upward battle against social

disruptions, culturally prescribed restrictions on knowledge transmis-

sion, foreign technology and incentive structures introduced by

modern lifeways.101 Canoe building and navigation, for example,

have long training periods from child play, gradual exposure, directed

guidance and then mastery.101,175, Perhaps a population may

experience out‐migration again, at which point the knowledge base

is either revitalized, remembered, or the process of cumulative

culture begins again. This potentially wave‐like pattern of cultural

knowledge of migration is in contrast to more constant maintenance

pressures in other knowledge domains.

5 | DISCUSSION

You see that house, that family succeeded because

some of their family went overseas.

– Village elder inTonga speaking to author, June 2006.

Two features come to the fore during this review of evidence.

Across the narratives explored here a consistent appeal is made to

individual‐level incentives and adaptations, as well as the effect of

groups and/or institutions. Optimal walking speeds for an individual

may never be practiced if travel is primarily in groups of mixed size,

the intrepid seafarer may feel constant pressure in a conical clan to

explore and find new islands, and the modern migrant faces pressures

to meet local social obligations only met by international labor

migration. These multi‐level pressures suggest a close accounting of

individual and higher‐level social forms.
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The second feature naturally follows from the first, in that

responses along the timeline of migration vary widely as to their

temporal dynamics. Some adaptations evolve quickly, responding to

the complexities of movement, others may persist long after the

migration event. Brokers or “coyotes” may constantly adjust routes to

mitigate risks along the transit on a daily basis, while “frontier cultures”

may persist generations after migration has stopped. The timescale

differences reflect the strength and nature of selective pressures.

These two features invite a theoretical and empirical accounting

of the timescale and selective pressure at each level of evolution

(Table 1). Individual incentives often respond to larger decisions,

norms, and policies at the origin and destination and vice versa. The

mathematical formulation in Box 1 illustrates this negotiation, giving

basic guidance on the calculus behind how migration may be

sustained by cost–benefit forces at each level. Are socio‐cultural

institutions around migration shaped by individual‐level incentives or

are they strong enough to persist on their own and shape individual

behavior?

Migration may be favored, even if individually costly, if it benefits

the group such that the group grows, spreads, or persists relative

those with less migration. The more obvious examples are large‐scale

military campaigns with high individual costs.110 More subtle and

variable are the decisions made at the household or kin‐group level

that reduces risk and increases available capital. Select kin may

migrate to gain and remit resources. This strategy, dubbed “the new

economics of migration,”29 motives behavior not (solely) by individual

wage differentials, but family group incentives relative to others in

the local/origin population. It addresses relative deprivation as locally

perceived. In my own fieldwork in Tonga and in the diaspora, the

“success” of a kin group is heavily tied to contributions of migrating

family members, such that comments at the beginning of this section

are common. The benefit to the group is the focus of this framework

rather the benefit/cost to the migrating individual.

This accounting also works the other way around with individual‐

benefits to migration accompanied by a group cost. The brain drain

effect on homeland populations is difficult to stop when there are

strong individual‐level incentives to emigrate. When technology and

knowledge is sensitive to the number of cultural practitioners and

students,21,167 then cultural losses follow within a generation.169

There are both individual and group‐level incentives driving the

culture of migration of Hyderabad, and the society of the canoe in the

Moana Pacific, suggesting their persistence barring exogenous

factors changing the cost–benefit calculation. In Hyderabad, the

brain drain is counteracted by educational institutions built to support

migration, or brain gain. The homeland culture also benefits from a

remittance economy. Here, the individual benefits to migration are

coupled with what becomes a public good.

The multi‐level benefits to migration strategies, however, can

become more complex with multiple evolving traits and alternative

group features. Our discussion of frontier culture highlights a

persistent cultural norm argued to be (previously) adaptive along

the barely‐traveled paths of society. In this case the costs and

benefits to migration are intertwined with how well an individual

becomes self‐sufficient and independent. Alternatively, a hierarchical

division of labor may also offer up advantages along the frontier, that

is, the society of the canoe. Thus, a problem and opportunity present

itself to work out how different social organizations influence

individual and group‐level net outcomes to migration. This opens

up an inquiry into the role of diaspora enclaves that may build

economies of scale, facilitate the transportation of scalable resources

(e.g., crops), and other advantages.

The second fundamental feature to migration observes the

timescales of adaptation. On the shortest of timelines, individual‐

level strategies that respond to local dynamics may be key to

confronting a fast‐changing environment. Here the individuals

address inferential problems as cues, information, and the senses

update an individual's strategy. Any knowledge that pushes is

sensitive to shifts along the timeline of migration, and even after

the migration event coordination may require a constant updating of

how to navigate novel social groups. Further, information about a

destination may be unreliable from migrants who wish to maintain an

impression of success, and it remains to be investigated whether

potential migrants make adjustments to potentially biased

information.

In fact, the complexity of individual‐level adjustments is reflected

by the wide range of migrant‐flow typologies developed in the

migration literature. Migrant flows have been categorized as seasonal,

temporary, nonseasonal, recurrent, continuous, and permanent.176

TABLE 1 Examples of selective pressures or traits at the individual and group level discussed in this paper.

Level of
selection Origin Transit Destination

Individuals Causal inference of resource gains; relative
deprivation29; novelty‐seeking
personalities80

Bone morphology by terrain and
activity50; search strategies89;
spatial cognition76; migration
brokers42; technology92,95

Novelty‐seeking personalities80; ethnic
entrepreneurs39; cross‐cultural
competence20; conforming to
majority norms

Groups Family‐level economic strategies29;
cumulative gains; serial migration and
bottlenecks of cumulative culture;
knowledge maintenance, brain drain, and

cooperative learning groups171

Bone morphology and mobility in mixed
groups54; migration brokers38;
norms of hierarchy and knowledge
titleholders101

Enclave economy (Wil‐ son and Portes,
1980); kin‐biased migration69;
frontier culture111; religious
membership135

Note: Items may be repeated, with items repeated across individual and group categories represent a negotiation between the two levels of selection.
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Further elaboration considers settler, sojourner, yo‐yo migration,177,178

typologies of return migration,179 and the growing field of transna-

tionalism.180 In part, the driver of these typologies are migration flows

and spatial proximity—the when, where, and how many—that may

dictate the formation of migrant enclaves and networks.140 Engaging

with the potentially complex strategies migrants or groups may employ

requires a continuous account of quickly evolving forces along the

migration timeline.

At larger timescales the questions revolve around persistence.

Do phenotypes, social norms or institutions that facilitated migration

remain after the event? Under what conditions do “cultures of

migration” persist indefinitely? Are the presumed physiological or

genetic adaptations to migration a direct response to pressures

around migration or in combination with other forces? These are key

empirical and theoretical questions that motivate an accounting of

the dynamics of migration flows and the pressures of the past. Doing

so will uncover whether a trait is in fact a “ghost of migration past”

that is presumed important for communities occupying, for example,

the former frontiers of the world, such as the Moana Pacific and the

western United States.

Finally, across timescales we observe questions around the

occurrence of serial migration and its effects on cumulative cultural

evolution. For indigenous scholars, postcolonial revitalization efforts

aim to re‐build lost knowledge, including knowledge around naviga-

tion and vessels of transport. Because the development of

technology around migration is likely tied to the number of events

it serves, any constriction of travel or abandonment of movement

impacts its cumulative build‐up. Thus, a reconstruction of the manner

of exploration, migration, and postsettlement movement should be

theoretically linked to the institutions of knowledge reproduction and

innovation. For instance, as knowledge may be lost at generational

timescales, then significant migration events will need to occur

frequent enough during the formidable years of learning, perhaps

several times in a decade. Populations that move less frequently may

lose more complex aspects of migration technology.
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